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This book has all the elements that makes for a great story. It has romance and
mystery and murder and mischief. It is a real page turner. Once you start reading
it, you can not wait to get to the end to find out answers that has surprising
conclusions.
One of The New York Times 10 Best Books of the Year National Book Award
Finalist Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle John Leonard Prize Finalist for
the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize Finalist for the New York Public Library's
Young Lions Fiction Award National Best Seller "Splendidly imagined . . .
Thrilling" --Simon Winchester "A genuine masterpiece" --Gary Shteyngart
Spellbinding, moving--evoking a fascinating region on the other side of the
world--this suspenseful and haunting story announces the debut of a profoundly
gifted writer. One August afternoon, on the shoreline of the Kamchatka peninsula
at the northeastern edge of Russia, two girls--sisters, eight and eleven--go
missing. In the ensuing weeks, then months, the police investigation turns up
nothing. Echoes of the disappearance reverberate across a tightly woven
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community, with the fear and loss felt most deeply among its women. Taking us
through a year in Kamchatka, Disappearing Earth enters with astonishing
emotional acuity the worlds of a cast of richly drawn characters, all connected by
the crime: a witness, a neighbor, a detective, a mother. We are transported to
vistas of rugged beauty--densely wooded forests, open expanses of tundra,
soaring volcanoes, and the glassy seas that border Japan and Alaska--and into a
region as complex as it is alluring, where social and ethnic tensions have long
simmered, and where outsiders are often the first to be accused. In a story as
propulsive as it is emotionally engaging, and through a young writer's virtuosic
feat of empathy and imagination, this powerful novel brings us to a new
understanding of the intricate bonds of family and community, in a Russia unlike
any we have seen before.
Eleven-year-old Sophie LaGrange's enthusiasm at spending the summer of 1950
at Camp Latona on Gambier Island is dampened by being paired with a
disagreeable girl from a refugee camp in France and having to hide her "Star
Girl" comics.
Reproduction of the original: A Little Girl in Old Detroit by Amanda M. Douglas
A Teenage Witch struggles with the choice between goodness and power as
events in her life spiral toward a very final, dark outcome.
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Soon to be a Netflix film starring Millie Bobbie Brown! In this feminist,
suspenseful thriller the daughter of a con artist is taken hostage in a bank
heist—and will need to tap into all her skills in order to survive. A BUSTLE,
REFINERY29, COSMOPOLITAN, BUZZFEED and MARIE CLAIRE MOST
ANTICIPATED BOOK of 2021 Nora O'Malley's been a lot of girls. As the
daughter of a con-artist who targets criminal men, she grew up as her mother's
protégé. But when her mom fell for the mark instead of conning him, Nora pulled
the ultimate con: escape. For five years Nora's been playing at normal. But she
needs to dust off the skills she ditched because she has three problems: #1: Her
ex walked in on her with her girlfriend. Even though they're all friends, Wes didn't
know about her and Iris. #2: The morning after Wes finds them kissing, they all
have to meet to deposit the fundraiser money they raised at the bank. It's a
nightmare that goes from awkward to deadly, because: #3: Right after they enter
the bank, two guys start robbing it. The bank robbers may be trouble, but Nora's
something else entirely. They have no idea who they're really holding hostage . .
.
From the New York Times–bestselling author of “Our Crowd”: A novel of a
powerful family, a cosmetics empire, and the dark secrets that could destroy
both. Mireille “Mimi” Myerson took her grandfather’s struggling cosmetics
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company and turned it into an empire. But suddenly, as she prepares to launch a
new perfume line, Mimi is faced with hidden threats at every turn. Her efforts to
further expand the enormously successful Miray Corporation could be sabotaged
from within by her own treacherous family, for there is a dangerous rot beneath
the surface of the wealthy and aristocratic “Magnificent Myersons”: a dark
tradition of lies, sexual perversity, and criminal activity that could undermine
everything Mimi hopes to accomplish. With the discovery of her husband’s affair
and the return of real estate magnate Michael Horowitz, her first and most
enduring love, Mimi must determine whom she can trust—especially in light of the
shocking revelations that are about to emerge regarding the birth of the Miray
Corporation. In both his bestselling nonfiction (“Our Crowd”, The Right People)
and fiction (Carriage Trade, The Auerbach Will) author Stephen Birmingham has
demonstrated an unparalleled understanding of the ways of America’s extremely
rich. This unique knowledge comes into glorious play in his blistering novel
Shades of Fortune, a thrilling and unforgettable breakneck ride through the
darkest passageways of wealth and success.
In this final volume of the Dancing Gods series, Ruddygore and his heroes must
face an ancient evil seeping forth from the Sea of Dreams. Long dormant evil is
rising to challenge reality as we know it and it will destroy Earth and the magical
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world of Husaguahr if left to its own devices. The Rules require the Great
McGuffin to challenge and stop the evil forces, but McGuffini is lost in Hell and
Ruddygore must, once again, depend on the skills Marge and Joe (and Joe's
estranged son, Irving).
The Girl Who Came Calling, is about Pilar Riviera, the beautiful bad-ass heroine
with a blue blood pedigree (Ernest Hemingway's illegitimate daughter), tracing
her Jewish ancestry all the way back to David who slayed Goliath. Killing is in her
DNA. And kill she does, from JFK in Dallas, to Dorothy Kilgallen in New York, to
Lucky Luciano in Naples, to Che Guevara in Bolivia. And along the way, she has
an affair with Marilyn Monroe and Elvis Presley; seduces Jackie Kennedy; helps
Fidel Castro plant hidden nuclear bombs in the US; assassinates Lucky Luciano,
stealing his Rafael portrait that went missing during WW2; and then she fakes
Jack Ruby's death, sneaks him out of Dallas and hides him away on a remote
Cuban island. When Pilar isn’t bumping off the rich and famous, she’s hopping
in bed with them. Smart, witty and beautiful, she can either seduce or kill you.
From Martin Cruz Smith, “a master of the international thriller” (The New York
Times), a suspenseful World War II love story set against the beauty, mystery,
and danger of occupied Venice. Venice, 1945. The war may be waning, but the
city known as La Serenissima is still occupied and the people of Italy fear the
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power of the Third Reich. One night, under a canopy of stars, a fisherman named
Cenzo comes across a young woman’s body floating in the lagoon and soon
discovers that she is still alive and in trouble. Born to a wealthy Jewish family,
Giulia is on the run from the Wehrmacht. Cenzo chooses to protect Giulia rather
than hand her over to the Nazis. This act of kindness leads them into the world of
Partisans, random executions, the arts of forgery and high explosives,
Mussolini’s broken promises, the black market and gold, and, everywhere, the
enigmatic maze of the Venice Lagoon. With Martin Cruz Smith’s trademark
suspense, action, and breathtaking romance during World War II Italy, The Girl
from Venice is “a gripping evocation of a beautiful nation and of two people,
trapped in the lunacy of war and the bravery it can inspire” (The Seattle Times).
This book features red-haired, dog-loving Wilhelmina "Billie" Bennet, and the
three men, a long-time friend and admirer of Billie, a lily-livered poet who is
engaged to Billie at the opening of the tale, and his dashing cousin, who falls for
Billie at first sight. All four find themselves on an ocean liner headed for England
together, and typically Wodehousian romantic shenanigans ensue.
High drama meets local color as a private investigator works to uncover the
motive and identity of a killer in this Shamus Award–winning first Cecil Young
investigation set in Sitka, Alaska. Cecil Younger, local Alaskan investigator, is
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neither good at his job nor at staying sober. When an old Tlingit woman hires him
to discover why her son, a big game guide, was murdered, he takes the case
without much conviction that he’ll discover anything the police missed. He really
just needs the extra cash. But after someone tries to kill him, Younger finds
himself traveling across Alaska to ferret out the truth in the midst of conspiracies,
politics, and Tlingit mythology. High drama meets local color as Cecil Younger
works to uncover the motive and identity of the killer.
After graduating from high school, Julie Copeland meets a young man, her age, at a Young
Life teen camp in British Columbia, Canada. Their attraction for each other is instant and
magical. Julie and her new friend Joe Sheldon (Doc) both feel that there is a mysterious bond
between them that fuels passion and love. Painted against the magnificent, breathtaking
beauty of the Princess Louisa Inlet, the Malibu Club is the perfect background setting for this
innocent young love story, with a twist. Relationships among staff is taboo; therefore, Doc and
Julie constantly have to risk their jobs in order to be together. This adventurous, comical,
suspenseful story unfolds with anticipation and spiritual fulfillment. Young and old readers alike
will enjoy this heartwarming story of Doc and the Princess, as the mystery between Doc and
Julie unravels.
Marvin, a lonely book store owner, finds a book he's never seen on his shelves before. The
book is intriguing to him. It is hand bound and the story contains no names, no author and no
title. In a quest to find out how the book arrived in his store, Marvin unravels a mysterious
friendship that forces him out of the bookstore and into his own story.
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An adventure-romance novel set in the settlements south of St. Anthony on the west coast of
Newfoundland. The central characters are two American sisters, 16 year old Polly, and
Margaret, a few years older. Margaret has come to teach for a summer in a Grenfell school in
a tiny lumber camp settlement, and Polly has come along for the adventure.
ALL THE NICE GIRLS captures the danger and excitement of wartime Britain with a sweeping
story of heroic deeds and painful separations, illicit love and battles at sea, and above all, of
the poignancy of longing and loss. 1942, and the war is not going well. As part of the war effort
the Ashworth Grammar School for Girls signs up for the Merchant Navy's Ship Adoption
Scheme. The headmistress, who lost her lover in the First World War, believes the project will
broaden the horizons of her girls, especially Polly and Jen, bright sixth formers eager to live
and love despite it all. Then Josh Percival, captain of the adopted ship, the SS Treverran,
comes with his men to visit Ashworth. The choices that follow will disrupt all their lives,
reverberating even to the next generation, when, decades later, life and love are on the line
again . . .
It's 1841 . . . and Letty is on the docks in England, farewelling her bossy older sister who is
about to take a long sea voyage to Australia. But then there is a mix-up,and before she knows
it Letty finds herself on the ship too, travelling to New South Wales! How will Letty manage
when her sister doesn't even want her on the ship? And what will it be like on the other side of
the world? Meet Letty and join her adventure in the first of four exciting stories about a free
settler girl and her new life in a far-off land.
Spring 1944 and Europe is in the grip of war. For Alice Todd, it is the start of her second year
as warden of the Land Army hostel in the Devonshire countryside and a time of change as she
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recovers from her broken marriage, learning to balance her new working lifestyle with her
continuing role as a mother to her only son. Her leadership has won her the affection and
confidence of the land girls in her charge and, as the seeds of friendship are sown, she finds
herself increasingly caught up in the lives of the women who surround her. The Girl at the
Farmhouse Gate continues the story begun in the much-loved Muddy Boots and Silk
Stockings.

Now in paperback, the acclaimed first novel that movingly charts the intersection
of two lives, two worlds -- the story of a fierce and untameable young girl,
growing up "privileged" in a New England household darkened by her parents'
epically unhappy marriage, and the Caribbean nanny who has left her own family
a thousand miles behind to live among strangers. At the heart of this vibrant and
emotionally searing novel is a tale of finding a sense of belonging in an
unexpected place. -- Ideal for reading groups -- with a bound-in reading group
guide. A novel sure to spark discussion about parent/child relationships.
The Girl on the Dock: A Dark Fairy TaleBooksurge Publishing
"Mystical, magical, and wildly original...If Alice Hoffman and Sara Addison Allen
had a witchy love child, she would be Paige Crutcher. Do not miss this beautifully
realized debut!"--- JT Ellison, New York Times bestselling author of Her Dark Lies
on The Orphan Witch. A deeper magic. A stronger curse. A family lost...and
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found. Persephone May has been alone her entire life. Abandoned as an infant
and dragged through the foster care system, she wants nothing more than to
belong somewhere. To someone. However, Persephone is as strange as she is
lonely. Unexplainable things happen when she’s around—changes in weather,
inanimate objects taking flight—and those who seek to bring her into their family
quickly cast her out. To cope, she never gets attached, never makes friends. And
she certainly never dates. Working odd jobs and always keeping her suitcases
half-packed, Persephone is used to moving around, leaving one town for another
when curiosity over her eccentric behavior inevitably draws unwanted attention.
After an accidental and very public display of power, Persephone knows it’s time
to move on once again. It’s lucky, then, when she receives an email from the
one friend she’s managed to keep, inviting her to the elusive Wile Isle. The
timing couldn’t be more perfect. However, upon arrival, Persephone quickly
discovers that Wile is no ordinary island. In fact, it just might hold the very things
she’s been searching for her entire life. Answers. Family. Home. And some
things she did not want. Like 100-year-old curses and an even older family feud.
With the clock running out, love might be the magic that saves them all.
New York Times Bestseller! What happens when we give away love like we're
made of it? In his entertaining and inspiring follow-up to Love Does, Bob Goff
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takes readers on a journey into the secret of living without fear, constraint, or
worry. This liberated existence we all long for is as simple to say as it is difficult to
do: we are called to love everybody, always – even when it’s really difficult.
Driven by Bob’s trademark storytelling, Everybody, Always reveals the lessons
Bob learned--often the hard way--about what it means to love without inhibition,
insecurity, or restriction. From finding the right friends to discovering the upside of
failure, Everybody, Always points the way to embodying love by doing the
unexpected, the intimidating, the seemingly impossible. Whether losing his shoes
while skydiving solo or befriending a Ugandan witch doctor, Bob steps into life
with a no-limits embrace of others that is as infectious as it is extraordinarily
ordinary. Everybody, Always reveals how we can do the same.
Noel Hutson considers himself a gentleman adventurer-but running guns in
Morocco during Algeria's revolution, he gets more than he bargained for. Noel
goes missing, and his brother Darrell Hutson comes to Tangier to search. Darrell
soon finds himself immersed in a shady world of ruthless smugglers and
nationalist Muslim fanatics. When Noel disappeared, he took with him an
enormous payment. Both sides think Darrell will lead them to it. The stakes are
unimaginably high-and Darrell isn't the only one who could get hurt.
Books for All Kinds of Readers. ReadHowYouWant offers the widest selection of
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on-demand, accessible format editions on the market today. Our 7 different sizes
of EasyRead are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the
words and the letters. We partner with leading publishers around the globe. Our
goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers new
books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read. To find
more books in your format visit www.readhowyouwant.com
Charles Dickens's Oliver Twist, with Fagin, Sykes, the Artful Dodger, and children trained as
pickpockets and sent out as burglar's accomplices, provides an unforgettable fictional image of
the Victorian underworld. Fagin's Children is an account of the reality of child crime in 19thcentury Britain and the reaction of the authorities to it. It reveals both the poverty and misery of
many children's lives in the growing industrial cities of Britain and of changing attitudes toward
the problem. Inevitably most is known about children who were arrested. While few children
were hanged after 1800, their treatment ranged from whipping to imprisonment, sometimes in
the hulks, and transportation. Increasingly, elements of training and reclamation came into a
system principally aimed at punishment. Fagin's Children is an original and important
contribution both to the history of Victorian crime and to the history of childhood.
How far would you go to save a stranger? For Charlie Cobb, it may be all the way to the grave
Meet the tough British antihero perfect for fans of Jon Mills, Mark Dawson or James P.
Sumner. After burning his bridges in his native Manchester, UK, the ex-mafia fixer heads to
London with a price on his head. A job driving a truck is a good way to lay low—and stay on the
straight and narrow. Yet it soon lures Charlie into a deadly trap that leaves him fighting for his
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life. Amira is seeking a new start, too, travelling thousands of perilous miles, in search of a safe
haven. But just like Charlie, she stumbles into a terrifying web of human crimes, run by a
vicious mafia network with serious connections. In this hotly anticipated follow-up to
BREAKER, Charlie's skills and courage will be tested to the extreme on a one-man suicide
mission to save a stranger's life. Just don't get in his way. The Charlie Cobb series of action
thrillers delivers a breathless blend of action, dark humour and vigilante justice. All with a gritty
twist of suspense. Contains violence and some bad language.
In the human world, far from Equestria, there are some very familiar girls. Meet Pinkie Pie,
Rainbow Dash and all their freinds as you've never seen them before! The Equestria Girls are
off on their summer holidays to Camp Everfree, but the camp is in danger of closing down! Can
Fluttershy and her friends pony up and throw a fundraising show in time to save their summer?
And what is the mysterious legend of Everfree?
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